Living In New England

Just as New England served as the cradle
of so much of American history, so, too,
has the architecture of New England come
to define the American idea of home. From
the colonial farmhouse in the Rhode Island
countryside to the shingle-style beach
cottage on Marthas Vineyard or the simple
saltbox on a village square in
Massachusetts, New England has evolved a
distinctive residential tradition that is
quintessentially American. With purity,
simplicity, and a respect for the past as its
hallmarks, the style we associate with New
England has again come to the
forefront.Celebrating houses and interiors
from Maine to Connecticut, Living in New
England shows us the old and delights us
with the new by introducing us to some of
the areas most inventive and elegant
interiors. Despite the rich traditions of the
region, the houses showcased in this book
do not rest on their laurels. Instead, their
owners -- writers, artists, designers,
publishers -- have created rooms that are
informed by the regional vernacular but are
freewheeling and up-to-date. New York
Times columnist Elaine Louie has worked
in close collaboration with the gifted
photographer Solvi dos Santos to locate
some of the most beautiful, inventive, and
memorable interiors throughout New
England. And so this marvelous book gives
us an exclusive tour of the Maine island
where artist Jamie Wyeth lives and paints
during the summer months, a compound
that includes an antiques-filled home, a
studio, and a live-in lighthouse at the
mouth of the Penobscot Bay. We visit the
Newport home of a grand family, its
stunning interiors originally created in the
nineteenth century in collaboration with
Edith Wharton. We find a convertedbarn
with a drop-dead view of the sea on
Marthas Vineyard. And we stroll through
the gardens created by interior designer
Bunny Williams at her colonial farmhouse
in northern Connecticut. Finally, this
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beautifully designed book closes with a
location guide that allows us to explore the
villages, towns, and countryside of New
England.

Im curious to hear why people have choosen to live in northern New England as opposed to southern New England, or
anywhere else in theThe series is definitely destination-oriented, New England Living TV host Parker Kelley told Cape
Cod Magazine in May, but what matters the most is Why: Though an expensive place to live, residents of Lexington get
Portland is one of the most interesting places to live in New England. We live in Westchester NY and are looking to do
a 10 day road trip up the coast of New England. Can anyone suggest a planned route? With six states, there are plenty of
places you could live in New England. But where should you live?New England Living. 2.4K likes. http://.Every state
has its benefits. Massachusetts for the history and culture, not to mention great beaches. New Hampshire for its pretty
mountains, lots of skiingEver wonder which New England state you should live in? Answer the questions below to find
out! Take the quiz.With a landscape that serves as a natural inspiration, its no wonder that New England is a celebrated
haven for artists, crafters, and enthusiasts of simple livingNew England Living TV host Parker Kelley and the crew
travel north to Maines rocky coast in Episode 6 of Season 2. I have always been a fan of midcoast See if you agree with
our picks for the best things about living in New England. Find out what makes New England such a special place.The
series is definitely destination-oriented, New England Living TV host Parker Kelley told Cape Cod Magazine in May,
but what matters the most is June 1 And New Hampshire is the Texas of New England. Its that simple. The state motto
is Live Free or Die, and they are deeply committed to doingThe centerpiece of the Newtown, CT episode of New
England Living TV is an 18th-century farmhouse set on 63 acres of land. Pete and Summer, the
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